
Cloud Display
Wizard



It’s engineered to control Vestel digital signage displays via a web-accessible platform. 

Cloud Display Wizard diminishes the necessity for physical intervention and resource allocation correspondingly. 

Functioning as a cloud-based control solution, it minimizes operational expenses for principal display modifications.

Seize the advantages offered by Vestel Cloud Display
Wizard for remote screen management 



Wizard client app generates one-time 
unique code. The unique code serves as 
the link between the app and the signage. 
It’s utilized to integrate a display onto the 
Cloud wizard interface and authorize the 
application. Certificates are employed in 
the process, ensuring that once a device is 
claimed, it remains exclusive to that 
specific account without the possibility of 
being claimed by any other.

Secured Display Claiming

Each display can be distinguished by its unique name and sorted into groups tailored to specific needs or preferences. 
This allows for streamlined control of fundamental actions  and settings in groups, offering enhanced efficiency in 
overseeing multiple displays simultaneously.

Group Management
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Gain valuable insights into each 
display’s ID, Name, RAM, Storage, 
Firmware version, MAC, and Status 
etc. This wealth of data enables 
efficient maintenance and service, 
ensuring prompt and precise attention 
to the unique needs of every display. 
Stay ahead in upkeep and 
troubleshooting, thanks to the power 
of detailed information available at 
your fingertips.

Display Overview

Monitor
On the dashboard, you have access to 
the total count of displays, groups, 
and logs. Each display’s status, 
whether active or inactive, and its 
connection status, online or offline, can 
be tracked through the device menu.

The log records maintain a history 
detailing interactions between the system 
and devices, allowing you to monitor 
executed commands and responses of 
displays over a specified timeframe.

Additionally, you can monitor the 
display screen by capturing a 
screenshot. Utilizing the ‘Live 
Stream’ feature, you can view 
sequential screenshots taken at 
10-second intervals.



Users have the capability to modify display-related various settings. Features of brightness adjustment and 
weekly power on/off scheduling empower you to optimize energy consumption based on usage scenario, room 
activity, and environmental lighting condition. Power ON scheduling is also advanced with source select function 
for starting the display with desired input. 

Remote firmware update support allows for seamless enhancements, ensuring devices are equipped with the 
latest features and improvements without requiring hands-on interaction.

Settings Management

Store 3

Store 2 Store 1

Cloud Display Wizard enables effortless device control within an internet-connected environment, from a distance, 
eliminating the need for traveling on-site. 

This cost-effective and time-saving advantage can be optimized, especially for managing by collaboration of 
multiple users added into platform across expansive geographical areas. 

You can assign access and permissions to the platform for different roles within the organization. Multiple users may 
have the principal controls “Turn Off’’, “Turn On’’, “Restart’’, “Set Auto Launch’’, and “Reset’’ by executing power 
commands to the display.

Essential Control for
Multiple Users
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